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Abstract
With the first evidence of direct CP violation in D0 → K+K−/pi+pi− there is a
strong reason to probe CP asymmetries in charm baryons in three-body final states
Λc → ppi
+pi−/pK+K− & Λc → pK
+pi− with Λc → pK
−pi+ to calibrate them. Ana-
lyzing the Dalitz plots carefully allows to find the ‘existence’ of New Dynamics (ND)
and its ‘features’. One can test different methods to probe CP asymmetries. Final data
from CDF and D0 experiments have advantage by comparing Λc with Λ¯c directly from
pp¯ collisions. LHCb will need more data with Λ¯c transitions.
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1 CP Asymmetries in Baryons Decays
So far, no evidence has been found about CP violation in baryons – except ‘our’ existence.
Now we have seen the first evidence for (direct) CP violation in the dynamics of up-type
quarks, namely asymmetry inD0 → K+K−/pi+pi− [1, 2] that could be a sign of the impact
of New Dynamics (ND) beyond CKM forces. It should ‘whet’ our appetite for finding
CP asymmetries in charm baryons in singly and doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays (SCS
and DCS) like Λ+
c
→ ppi+pi− vs. Λ¯−
c
→ p¯pi−pi+ or Λ+
c
→ pK+pi− vs. Λ¯−
c
→ p¯K−pi+.
Cabibbo favoured Λ+
c
→ pK−pi+ can be used to calibrate branching ratios and also CP
asymmetries, since ND have hardly a chance to produce measurable CP violation there.
1.1 Parameterization CKM Matrix through O(λ6)
Yet averaging data on semileptonic Bd, Bu decays PDG states |Vub/Vcb| around 0.08. It
means one has to use a parametrization through O(λ6) and with other quantities of true
order of unity. One has been found specifically in Ref.[5] with λ, f ∼ 0.75, h¯ ∼ 1.35 and
δQM ∼ 90
o:
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The input for this parametrization is close to the data given by HFAG, in particular for
|Vub/Vcb| averaged over values from B → lνpi and B → lνXc. The central value is actually
close to |Vub|excl. rather than the larger |Vub|incl..
The pattern in flavour dynamics is less obvious and more subtle for CP violation:
Class I.1 : VudV
∗
us
[O(λ)] + VcdV
∗
cs
[O(λ)] + VtdV
∗
ts
[O(λ5&6)] = 0 (2)
Class I.2 : V ∗udVcd [O(λ)] + V
∗
usVcs [O(λ)] + V
∗
ubV
∗
cb [O(λ
6&7)] = 0 (3)
Class II.1 : VusV
∗
ub
[O(λ5)] + VcsV
∗
cb
[O(λ2&3)] + VtsV
∗
tb
[O(λ2)] = 0 (4)
Class II.2 : V ∗
cd
Vtd [O(λ
4)] + V ∗
cs
Vts [O(λ
2&3)] + V ∗
cb
V ∗
tb
[O(λ2&3)] = 0 (5)
Class III.1 : VudV
∗
ub [O(λ
4)] + VcdV
∗
cb [O(λ
3&4)] + VtdV
∗
tb [O(λ
3)] = 0 (6)
Class III.2 : V ∗udVtd [O(λ
3)] + V ∗usVts [O(λ
3&4)] + V ∗ubV
∗
tb [O(λ
4)] = 0 (7)
• As is well known, direct CP violation is allowed in singly Cabibbo suppressed
D decays in the SM – the question is on which level. Using the modified QM
parametrization from Ref.[5] one gets ∆ACP ∝ fh¯λ
5 × sin δQM ≃ (0.5− 0.6)× 10
−3
for δQM = 75
o − 120o.
‘Penguin’ diagrams show such mixing can happen and produce sizable SU(3)flav
violation first suggested in [6] and very recently with detail about U-spin in [7].
However Penguin diagrams will contribute little to charm baryons for three-body
final states.
• SM amplitudes for DCS transitions are of O(λ2); on the quark level there is only
one amplitude with a weak phase at most of O(λ5) ∼ (0.5−0.6)×10−3. For finding
the impact of ND in a realistic situation we can ignore SM weak phase.
2 CP Asymmetries in Charm Baryons
Charm baryons might to turn out the ‘Poor Princesses’ for establish CP violation in
baryons decays and even to show the impact of ND there. That is based on several
reasons:
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• The ‘background’ from SM for CP asymmetries is very small or even zero.
• The ratios of three-body final states are larger than for two-body ones.
• In particular one can directly measure them in pp¯ collisions now at FNAL and in the
future at FAIR by PANDA experiment; likewise in the future in e+e− annihilations
at Super-Belle and SuperB experiments.
• Three-body final states produce many CP odd observables unlike in two-body final
states. Relative asymmetries inside the Dalitz plots do not depend on the productions
of the decaying baryons.
• One gets final states of all charged hadrons in Λ+
c
→ ppi+pi−/pK+K− and Λ+
c
→
pK+pi−, where one can probe for CP asymmetries and calibrate them with Λ+c →
pK−pi+.
While analyzing the two-dimensional Dalitz plots needs larger amounts of data and
experimental work, but they also deliver ‘profits’ & ‘prizes’, namely about the existence
of ND and its features. One can use model independent analyses:
• ‘Miranda I’ [8] uses ‘significance’
SCP (i) ≡
N(i)− N¯(i)√
N(i) + N¯(i)
(8)
for the bin i rather than studies the ‘fractional’ asymmetries ∆(i) = [N(i) −
N¯(i)]/[N(i) + N¯(i)]; its strength is localizing CP violation.
• The refined ‘Miranda II’ [9] follows where each bin has N = N+ +N− events with
N+ and N− being the numbers of p and p¯ inside. N+ follows a binomial distribution
with ‘expected value’ and ‘variance’ given by
E[N+] = NP , V [N+] = NP (1− P ) (9)
If N is large enough, one has
AbinCP =
N+ −N−
N
(10)
with
µ = E[Abin
CP
] = 2P − 1 (11)
σ2 = V [Abin
CP
] =
4P (1− P )
N
. (12)
It needs more working, yet it helps significantly the em features of CP odd forces.
• One can also use the method suggested in Ref.[10].
Those analyses should not be the final steps for getting lessons about ND. Final state
interactions (by strong forces) cannot be calculated from first principles now. However
one can relate them to low-energy piK/2pi/K+K− and ppi/pK scattering – with some
non-trivial theoretical tools using ‘dispersion relations’ [11].
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2.1 DCS Λ+c → pK
+pi− vs. Λ¯−c → p¯K
−pi+
As mentioned above, SM produces only one quark amplitude for DCS transitions; there-
fore SM cannot produce CP asymmetry. Furthermore the size of SM amplitudes are very
much suppressed to give more sensitivity to the impact of ND.
In particular, one can analyze Λ+
c
→ pK+pi− vs. Λ¯−
c
→ p¯K−pi+ about CP violation
and compare with CF Λ+
c
→ pK−pi+ & Λ¯−
c
→ p¯K+pi− to learn about the impact of
final states interactions. Of course, one has to differentiate K+pi− from K−pi+ in the Λ+c
decays despite the huge difference in their branching ratios. These DCS decays have not
been found yet. On the other hand one can hope for significant CP violation in the DCS
transitions.
The Λc final states include pK
∗, pκ, N∗K, ∆(∗)K, Λ∗pi etc. – i.e., numerous states to
give us lessons about the existence of ND and its features due to several reasons:
• In the SM there is only one quark amplitude – therefore no CP asymmetry.
• The SM amplitudes are significantly suppressed by order of tg θ2
C
and transitions
by order of tg θ4C ; thus the sensitivity for ND’s impact is larger.
• One can ignore CKM phases in ‘reality’.
• The ‘local’ CP asymmetries are usually larger than the ‘global’ asymmetry – i.e.,
averaged over the local ones.
These are qualitative and at most a semi-quantitatively comments. Quantitative theoret-
ical works will happen based on dispersion relations, but they will take more efforts and
time (in particular for pK & ppi states).
2.2 SCS Λ+c → ppi
+pi−/pK+K−
While the SCS Λ+c → ppi
+pi−/pK+K− have been seen, but not established – namely
branching ratios of (3.5 ± 2.0) × 10−3/(7.7 ± 3.5) × 10−3. Existing and/or future data
should be able to analyze them in details from CDF/D0 and LHCb experiments. The
‘landscapes’ of their Dalitz plots give many avenues to find CP asymmetries and ND as
probed in DCS decays; however there are complications:
• There are ‘backgrounds’ from SM.
• SM amplitudes are less suppressed and therefore give less sensitivity for ND ampli-
tudes.
For these SCS decays CKM dynamics produce a weak phase for c→ ss¯u of order λ5,
but not for c → dd¯u. However, intermediated states of ss¯ mix with dd¯; therefore very
small CP asymmetries are likely to appear both in Λ+c → ppi
+pi− with pρ0, pσ etc. and
Λ+
c
→ pK+K− with pφ, Λ∗K etc. The final states of ppi+pi− and pK+K− are complex,
but not as much as for DCS transitions and with a SM ‘background’. As before, the
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‘local’ CP asymmetries are usually larger than the ‘global’ asymmetries in three-body
final states, and quantitatively theoretical analyses can and should be worked based on
dispersion relations.
3 Summary
No CP violation has been found in strange, beauty and charm baryons dynamics. Charm
baryons and in particular Λc decays give good opportunity to establish CP asymmetries
in three-body final states with charged hadrons:
• For DCS Λ+
c
→ pK+pi− vs. Λ¯−
c
→ p¯K−pi+ there is no ‘background’ from SM.
Furthermore the impact of ND gives us lessons of the features of ND in these three-
body states.
• SCS Λ+
c
→ ppi+pi−/pK+K− transitions have a chance to find CP violation in baryons
decays; it has to deal with non-zero ‘background’ for SM.
• Existing CDF/D0 data, future LHCb data and even more future data from PANDA,
Super-Belle and SuperB will tell us significant lessons.
• More insights about the underlying ND will give us based on non-trivial theoretical
analyses of dispersion relations.
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